Surface tension and scaling of critical nuclei in diatomic and triatomic fluids.
Density functional theory has been used to investigate surface tension and scaling of critical clusters in fluids consisting of diatomic and rigid triatomic molecules. The atomic sites are hard spheres with attractive interactions obtained from the tail part of the Lennard-Jones potential. Asymmetry in attractive interactions between the atomic sites has been introduced to cause molecular orientation and oscillatory density profiles at liquid-vapor interfaces. The radial dependence of cluster surface tension in fluids showing modest orientation in unimolecular layer at the interface or no orientation at all resembles the surface tension behavior of clusters in simple monoatomic fluids, although the surface tension maximum becomes more pronounced with increasing chain length of the molecule. Surface tension of clusters having multiple oscillatory layers at the interface shows a prominent maximum at small cluster sizes; however, the surface tension of large clusters is lower than the planar value. The scaling relation for the number of molecules in the critical cluster and the nucleation barrier height developed by McGraw and Laaksonen [Phys. Rev. Lett. 76, 2754 (1996)] are well obeyed for fluids with little structure at liquid-vapor interface. However, fluids having enhanced interfacial structure show some deviation from the particle number scaling, and the barrier height scaling breaks up seriously.